
Georgia Power Company
Pbst Office P x 282 ~
Waynest A G4cegia 3083o
T;lephone 404 554 9961

404 724 8114

' Southern Company Services, Inc.
Post Office Box 2625
Birmingham, Alabama 35202
Teiepnene 205 870m" Vogtle Project

March 14, 1988

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission File: X7BC35
ATTN: Document Contrcl Desk Log: GN-1434
Washington, D. C. 20555

PLANT V0GTLE - UNITS 1 AND 2
NRC DOCKETS 50-424, 50-425

OPERATING LICENSE NPF-68, CONSTRUCTION PERMIT CPPR-109
ELECTRICAL SEPARATION CRITERIA

Gentlemen:

The electrical cable separation criteria utilized in the design
of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant has been established in
accordance with the standard separation guidance of Regulatory

' Guide 1.75, and by testing and analyses for reduced minimum
separation distances as approved by the NRC in SER Supplement 4.
Additional testing has recently been conducted to establish reduced
separation distances for cable and raceway configurations not
previously tested or analyzed. This testing was conducted by the
same laboratory and was in accordance with the same criteria as
the tests conducted in May 1986, and approved in SSER 4.

Attachment A is the proposed changes to the FSAR which incorporate
the results of this additional testing, and changes required as
a result of a 10CFR21 and 50.55(e) reportability evaluation on
this subject (GPC letter GN-1431, dated 2/24/88). Also included
in Attachment A is a brief explanation or justification of each
of the chJnges proposed. This justification ide.1tifies the basis
for each . change by reference to the prior Wyle Laboratories Test
(Report No. 45141-02), the new Wyle Laboratory Test (Report No.
17959-02), or to the documented engineering analysis. Since these
proposed FSAR changes will be incorporated into a future Amendment
to the FSAR, your review of these proposed changes is requested.

Detailed inforr:ation on the additional testing is provided in
Attachments B nd C. A suemary of the test, configurations tested, '

and test results is provided as Attachment B. Attachment C is
Wyle Laboratories Test Report No. 17959-02, dated December 1987.
This test report documents the additional testing performed. Five
(5) copies of this test report are enclosed.

Should you have any questions, please aavise.

Sincerely,

_ . . . . h.$,
8803180101 880314 / 1i
PDR ADOCK 05000424 J. A. Bailey \
OE DCD Project Licensing Manager

JAB /wkl-
Enclosures
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ATTACHMENT A

DRAFT FSAR PAGES AND JUSTIFICATIONS
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dist ance between enclosed raceways qualified as
barriers is 1 in. The minimum separation dictance
between non-Class lE conduit and Class lE open top cable 5 | ?. 5
trays is 1 in.

Testing and analyses have been performed for circuits
of voltage levels 480 volts or lower to determine
alternate reduced separation distances where these
general minimum separation distances have not been 25
met. The testing and analyses have been performed as
allowed by Section 5.1.1.2 of IEEE 384-1974 and by
Regulatory Guide 1.75. Refer to table h.3.1-4 for
circuits where analysis has been used. B

B. Within general plant areas the minimum vertical-
separation is 5 ft, and the minimum horizontal
separation is 3 ft for open top cable tray. The
minimum separation distance between enclosed raceways
qualified as barriers is 1 in. The minimum separation
distance between non-Class lE conduit and Class lE open 5|25
top cable trays is 1 in.

Testing and analyses have been performed for circuits
of voltage levels 480 volts or lower to determine
alternate reduced separation distances where these
general minimum separation distances have not been 25

~ met?Y The testing and analyses have been performed as
Ollowed by section 5.1.1.2 of ;EEE 384-1972 and by
Regulatory Guide 1.75. Refer to table h.3.1-4 for
circuits where analysis has been used. S

C. Within panels and control boaros,(a) the minimum |25
spatial separation between components or cables of
different separation groups (both field-routed and
vendor-supplied internal wiring) is 6 in. Where it is
not possible to maintain this separation, barriers are
installed between components and wiring of different
separation groups, or analysis has been performed to | 2.,
determine the minimum separation requirements.
Refer to subsection 7.1.2 for separation requirements

|9inside Westinghouse panels and control boards and to
table 8.3.1-4 for circuits where analysis has been
used.

a. The control board or panel is cpnsidered to extend to the
bottom of the floor penetration fi.e barrier seal including 25
any floor slots, penetrations, etc.

Amend. 5 4/84
Amend. 9 8/84

8.3.1-32 Amend. 25 9/86

. -
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Where barriers are required, one of the following
methods of providing separation is used between any
two separation groups within panels and control
boards:

1. If both groups are redundant Class 1E circuits,
separation is provided by routing the circuits in
s9parate metallic conduit or enclosed wire duct, or
by wrapping the wires of one or both of the
seps. ration groups _in silic_on_di_ oxide _clo_th ( s_ilt_em%i

188 CH). I Fer n ai; ve ly, + Ae non -Clen IE cohles mqy he 25
-

_ F
2. If one of the separation groups is non:CTiss 1E,

only those circuits are required to be routed in
metallic conduit or enclosed wire duct.erAwrapped
in silicon dioxide cloth (si temp 188 CH). See
table 8.3.1-4 for further de ai g

en < in il:
3. A single barrier is provided - 1-th-a-Y- i n . main-

tained air space between the components or
cables of redundant separation groups and the
barrier.

a. The control board or panel is considered to 25
e:< tend to the bottom of the floor penetration
fire barrier seal including any floor slots,
penetrations, etc.

|

|
Amend. 5 4/84 i

Amend. 9 8/84
8.3.1-32a Amend. 25 9/86

|

|
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D. Where spatial separation requirements between raceways
of different separation groups are not met, fire
barriers are installed as follows:

1
1. Where the minimum vertical separation is not '

maintained, a barrier is installed which extends
at least 6 in. on each side of the tray system or
to the wall, if a wall is within 6 in. inen the

%gs.__ ara _ arrange. d,13t_
tra LtA

" ' A 9 A "'l"3 '"H omve e> fo < Ms
"

Y ere the trays cross each ot er, the barrier
L Conto;ning circv;[3 extending at least 1 ft on each side of the tray 20system is installed. for--those--trays 1- t-he%bleu

490Vor lowe r v olfo3 4 _ spreading -are a .
,

An d cobles 2/o AWG
Within the general plant areas, however, the

o r s vla ller, +h e bere:er barrier extending at least 1 ft on each side of the
need on t7 erfend d 6.

top trays and 3 ft on each side of the bottom trays

is installed.J% ,

o n G a ch S d e o f Eh e '

Where the minimum horizontal separation is not.

,ha p o nd bo #ow) maintained, a barrier is installed which extends
,

from at least 1 ft above (or to the ceiling) to at
'tf dy S - least 1 ft below (or to the floor) the tray

system.

E. Where raceways of different separation groups are
brodght to a single enclosure, separation is
accomplished by the use of conduit routed in opposite
directions from the enclosure, using the enclosure as
a barrier, or by wrapping the cabling of one of the
separation groups in silicon dioxide cloth (siltemp 188

I
CH). Refer to table 8.3.1-4 far details of the use of 25
silicon dioxide cloth as a barrier.

*

Non-Class lE circuits are electrically isolated from
Class 1E circuits, and Class 1E circuits from i

different separation groups are elec trically isolated
with the use of isolation devices, shielding and
wiring techniques, physical separation (in accorcance
with Regulatory Guide 1.75 for circuits in raceways),
or an appropriate combination thereof.

Certain applications use two Class 1E circuit breakers
in series as isolation devices. The non-Class 1E motor
space heaters for Clas 1E motors are discussed in the

25response to question 430.62. The cables feeding the
non-Class 1E pressurizer heaters use t wo C1' ass 1E
circuit breakers in series as isolation in the

Amend. 9 8/84
Amend. 20 12/85
Amend. 2S 9/86

8.3.i-33

_ . _ , , _ . . ~ . _ __ . . . _ _
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h25h0TABLE 8.3.1-4 (SHEET 1 OF 6)

OIRCUITS ANALYZED FOR SEPARATION
REQUIREMENTS

A.'*'
1. 7300 Process Control System j
2. Nuclear Instrumentation System |

.JqliLState Protection System
Jnser+ A

I C. ^VEOF^4eh rally complies eith the separation requirements.

'

of IEEE 384-1974. A series of tests and analyses has
been performed for circuits of 480 V or lower voltage

N to establish alternate reducel minimum separation
( Anoly 3 e3 h ave c h o distances where separation dictances specified in
\' bee n pa'''fori"d Veli performed as owed by Sections 5.'1.1.2 and 5.6.2

IEEE 384 are not met These tests and analysGu have

se josilk u t,4rdid|,of IEEE 384-1974 and Regulatory Guide 1.75. The test
/ 25r

o f Clas5 F 4 40 Y .results are documented in Wyle Laboratories Tcst Reportggo , 48141-0 which hay been submitted for review by the-

c a bles ho " ""- M NRC under s go og L g g ,; y

4 9 B V a nd ' **' B Med on the WylDh's-testMMC the |30
a h kg, fcilo'aing minimum separation distances were established:'

The separation distances are applieu between
raceways and cables of any separation group for
both vertical (above and below) and horizontal
(side by side) physical configurations or as
noted.

t Minimum Spatial
Configuration / Service Level Separation Distance

1. Between trays carrying cables of 480 V 12 in.
or lower voltage of sizes 2/O AWG or
smaller.

a. The analyses / tests performed t~or the above equipment are
further described in paragraph 7.1.2.2.'.

,

b. The test configuration of target cables above the fault 30
cable represents the worst case, since heat / flame has
tendency to flare vertically upwards.

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86

_
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INSERT A-,

Add new paragraph 8:

An analysis was performed for selected Unit One cables larger than #8 |

AWG and terminating in multi-train panels. The analysis determined
-

which cables could not ignite under fault conditions (i.e. where there
is insufficient available energy or where the backup protection was
fast enough to open the faulted circuit before the cables could
ignite). Those cables which could not ignits under fault conditions
were exempted from separation verification.

i

V

, - , _ . . - , - - - - . , - . ., - ,.. - - - ,.- ,. _ . . , . ,-,,__ -. .. . . , . _ - - _ . . . . -_. ,
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' 5 c e Z[ns e rf J3 TABLE 6.3.1-4 (SHEET 2 OF 6)
.

Minimum Spatial
Configuration / Service Level Separation Distance

4

2. Tray <c> or free air cables to a non-Class 1/2 in.
~

lE rigid steel conduit carrying
bles of 480 V or lower voltage and

s s 2/0 AWG or smaller.

2a. Tray free-air cables to rigid steel conduit

(instal ed at the bottom or in horizontal side /
+

by-side nfiguration) carrying cables of 48 V
or lower v ltage, and sizes 2/O AWG or smal er.

3. Tray or free r cables to a rigid 1 in,

steel conduit he free air cables,
cables in the tr and in the conduit
are limited to 480 V or lower volta
sizes 2/O AWG or sm ler).

4. Tray or free air cables to a n -Class 1 in,

lE flexible conduit carr ng bles of
480 V or lower voltage of i s 2/O
AWG or smaller.

4a. Tray or free-air cables o fle ble 1 in.

conduit (installed at e bottom r in
a horizontal side-by de configur tion)

carrying cables of 4 0 V or lower v (tage,
and sizes 2/O AWG r sma.ler.

\
5. Tray or free air cables to a flexible 1 in.

conduit (the $ fee air cable, cables in

| the tray and/in the conduit are limited

| to 480 V op/ lower voltage of sizes 2/O
AWG or s d'ller).'

:

6. Tray free air cable to a non-Class 1 n.

lE a} minum sheathed cable of sizesnumer 8 AWG or smaller or a non-class,

i

|
1 / electrical metallic tubing (EMT)
arrying cables of sizes number 8 awg

or smaller. .

\
\

.

w
| c. For the purpqse of testing, the cables in the punghed-borENE~

itray are considered-th ame as cablea in-free air sinceI

| the cables in the tra rectIpZexp_osed to the heat
generated by t a fa cable in the arWEs-of the tray that

i

' ~
r. bee punched.

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86

l Amend. 34 8/87
1

'
l

l

l
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Minimum Spatial
i

Configuration / Service _ Level Separation Distance !

|
.

2. Cables in solid bottom troy (or tray with cover 3/4 in.
on the bottom) from non-Class 1E cables in tray or
free air (the non-Class 1E cables are limited to
480V or lower voltage and size #2/0 AWG or
smaller).

3. Cables in tray running either vertically, or 1 in,

horizontally (side-by-siae) from horizontal non-
Class 1E cable in tray or free air (the non-Class
1E cables are limited to 480V or lower voltage and
size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

3a. Free air cables r u n r. i n g either vertically, or 1-3/4 in.
horizontally (side-by-side) from horizontal non-
Class 1E cable in tray or free air (the non-Class
1E cables are limited to 480V or lower voltage and
size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

4. Tray (c) or free air cables to a non-Class 1E Contact
rigid steel conduit carrying cables of 480V or
lower voltage and sizes #2/0 AWG or smaller.

4a. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E 3/4 in,
rigid steel conduit carrying cables of 480V or
lower voltage and sizes #3/0 AWG through 500MCM.

5. Tray or free air cables to a rigid steel 1/2 in.
conduit (the free air cables, cables in the tray,
and in the conduit are limited to 480V or lower
voltage and size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

Sa. Cables in tray to a rigid steel conduit routed Contact
below or beside the tray (the cables in the tray,
and in the conduit are limited to 480V or lower
voltage and size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

6. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E 1 in.
flexible conduit (the non-Class 1E cables are
limited to 480V or lower voltage and size #2/0 AWG
or smaller).

6a. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E Contact
stripped flexible conduit (the non-Class 1E cables
are limited to 480V or lower voltage and size #2/0
AWG or smaller).

7. Tray or free air cables to a flexible conduit " in.
(the free air cables, cables in the tray and in
the conduit are limited to 480V or lower voltage
and size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

8. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E 1 in.
aluminum sheathed cable of size #8 AWG or smaller

Ce fca 77/r AtM/tw o/= 7Frnus, 774' cAdtf s w 77kr / W ac ur=1) Sc>w, rxn;y

/Af cswYsDEM62) THE~ Sdmr AS cA6'lfS /d f?t'fr A/A' s~tn d f /W WW* 7W
TNAf /?RE D//Prtrly 4XA's;2> 7l' /?N~ NF.Tf 6 /?//> W Tf7) AY INP f/UU 7KD
C/?di f* /N IIT A7? f W O f~ /?/f /N//y* 7Nrf 7* ///y VE affit*?t/ A/&C//t:2),
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Minimum Sqqtial.

Configuration / Service Level Spparation Distance
1

or non-Class 1E electrical metallic tubing (EMT)
carrying cables of sizes #8 AWG or smaller.
(Limited to lighting, communications, and fire
detection cables)

9. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E 3/4 in.
metal-clad cable (type MC) of size #8 AWG or
smaller.

10. Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 1E 3/4 in.
steel-armored 480V cable (500 MCM or smaller).

10a. Tray or free air cables (480V or lower 3/4 in.
voltage and size #2/0 AWG or smaller) to steel-
armored 480V cable (500 MCM or smaller).

11. Cables in flexible conduit to cables in 1 in,

flexible conduit he cables are limited to 480V
or lower voltar d size 500MCM or smaller).

i

lla. Cables in s .pped flexible conduit to non- Contact
Class 1E cables in stripped flexible conduit (the
non-Class 1E cables are limited to 480V or lower
voltage and size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

116. Cables in stripped flexible conduit to cables Contact
in stripped flexible conduit (the cables are
limited to 480V or lower voltage and size #2/0 AWG
or smaller). I

12. Cables in flexible conduit to non-Class 1E Contact
cables in rigid steel conduit (the non-Class 1E
cables are limited to 480V or lower voltage and
size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

13. Between two rigid stoel conduits (the cables Contact
in the conduits are limited to 480V or lower
voltage and size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

13a. Cables in rigid steel conduit to non-Class 1E Contact
cables in rigid steel conduit (the non-Class 1E
cables are limited to 480V or lower voltage and
size #2/0 AWG or smaller).

14. Between perpendicular rigid steel conduits 1/8 in,

carrying cables of 480V or lower voltage and sizes
#3/0 AWG through 500MCM.

| 15. Cables it rigid steel conduit crossing non- Contact
Class 1E cables in tray or free air (the non-Class

| 1E cables are limited to 480V or lower voltage and
size #2/0 AWG or smaller). The angle of crossing
shall be 300 or greater.

(
16. Free air cables to free air cables, where one 6 in.
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Minimum Spatial,

.

Configuration /Sarv_ ice Level Separation Distance

of the groups is wrapped in three layers (200%
overlap) of silicon dioxide cloth (Siltemp 188
CH). Service voltage is limited to 4CDV or lower
voltage and sizes of 500MCM or smailer.

17. Free air cables to free air control or 1 in.
instrumentation cables (#8 AWG or smaller). The
control or instrumentation cables are wrapped in
two layers (100% overlap) of silicon dioxido clotht

(Siltemp 188 CH).

. _ - _
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See in se r4 B
TABLE 8.3.1-4 (SHEET 3 OF 6) 30

'N

N Minimum Spatial
Configuration / Service Level Separation Distances

Tray or free air cables to a non-Class 3/4 in.
lE metal-clad cable (type MC) of sizes
umber 8 AWG or smaller,

8. Tra or free air cables to a non-Class 3/ in.
lE s el-armored 480-V cable.

8a. Tray or free-air cables to steel-
3/4 in.armored 4' O V cable installed at the

30bottom or a horizontal side-by-side
configuratio .

9. Tray or free ai cables to a non-Class 3/4 in,
lE rigid steel e uit carrying cables
of 480 V or lower ltage of sizes
500 MCM or smaller.

10. Free air cables to free air cabl I where 6 in.

one of the groups is wrapq(ed in
hree

layers (200% overlap) of s lic n dioxide 25
cloth (siltemp 188 CH). Set Ice voltage
is limited to 480 V or lowe .

11. Free air cables to free a r cont ol or 1 in.
instrumentation cables.j/ The conttpl
or instrument cables 9te wrapped in
two layers (100% oveplap) of silicon
di' oxide cloth (siltdmp 188 CH).

12. Between rigid stepI conduits carrying In contact
control, instrumentation or power
cables of 480 V/or lower voltage of
sizes number J2 AWG or smaller.

13. Between peppendicular rigid steel 1/8 in.conduits parrying cables of 480 V or
lower voltage.

Betwee/14. n two rigid steel conduits In contactinsydlled in a horizontal side-by- \sside configuration. The cables in the \
cdnduits are limited to 480 V or lower \
4oltage of sizes 2/0 AWG or smaller.7 N

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86

1
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TABLE 8.3.1-4 (SHEET 4 OF 6) 30

Minimum Spatial
Configuration / Service Level Separation Distance

f g 'lE Between free air instrumentation or 1 in,q

control cables of 125-V de or 120-V
ac or lower, sizes number 8 AWG or
smaller.

| 9 76s Between free air instrumentation or In contact
control cables (125-V de or 120-V ac
or lower sizes number 8 AWG or smaller)
with either group of cables wrapped in
two layers (100% overlap) of silicon
dioxide cloth (siltemp 188 CH).

.2,0 h. Where raceways of different separation
groups are brought to a single
enclosure and:

a. The lower separation group (i.e., 6 in.
separation group installed below
the other separation group),

25wrapped in three layers (200%
overlap) of silicon dioxide cloth
(siltemp 198 CH). The cables are
limited to 480 V or lower voltage
of sizes 500 MCM or smaller.

(n % IU46 or smaller)
separationgroupikcontrolor 1 in.b. One

instrumentation .cablesA and is
wrapped in two layers (100% overlap
of silicon dioxide cloth. Cables
of the other separation group are
limited to 480 V or lower voltage
of sizes 500 MCM or smaller.

c. The-u ppe r-sepa r a ti o n--g roup- fi,-e y 1 in.
sepa r a t i o n M roup-i n s t a l-l ed-above-

C.lo5 516 cable (s) the-o the r-se pa ra t io n-g roup ) 7--o r--o ne--
sepa ra ti on -g roup=i na a= side -b ye s ideI0 " d ' O l* I E eortfdgurAtion-iefwrapped in two

cobke v;H the layers (100% overlap) of silicon
Class il cabIck) dioxide cloth. The cables are

limited to 480 V or lower voltage
of sizes 500 MCM or smaller.

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86
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TABLE 8.3.1-4 (GHEET 5 OF 6)

a l.1Q . Within panels _and control boards:

a. Between instrumentation or control 1 in,
cables of 125-V de or 120-V ac ,or o-f
sizes number 8 AWG or smaller.

b. Between _nstrumentation or control In contact
cables with either group of cables
wrapped in two layers (100% overlap)
of silicon dioxide cloth (silte.up
188 CH). The cables are ljmiced
to 120-V ac, 125-V de, or lower
voltage of sizes number 8 AWG or
mallA
IInserf C

Where:

Tray - Ventilated (punched bottom) tray or tray
fittings, solid bottom tray, or tray fittings

Conduit - Hot dipped galvanized rigid steel conduit

Flexible Conduit - Flexible steel conduit, sealtite, type UA

Steel-Armored - EPR insulation /hypalon jacket with
Cable galvanized steel armor. Used for 480-V

switchgear loads in tray only.

Aluminum Sheathed - A factory assembly of insulated conductors
Cable (ALS) enclosed in a smooth continuous aluminum

sheath. Used for lighting system
application.

Metal-Clad Cable - A factory assembly of one or more conductors
(MC) each individually insulated, covered with an

overall insulating jacket, and all enclosed
in a metallic sheath of interlocking
galvanized steel. Used in non-1E circuit
only.

Electrical - Thinwall, steel conduit which conforms to
Metallic Tubing ANSI standard C80.3-1977. This material
(EMT) provides a barrier equal to, or better than,

the aluminum sheathing on ALS because it is
manufactured from steel which has higher
strength and a higher melting temperature
than aluminum.

4

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86
Amend. 34 8/87

s
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INSERT C

Add to new paragraph 21:

c. Separation distances shown for general plant areas in items
4, 5, 5,10,13, and .l4 have been applied to separation requirements
within panels.

d. Separation distances for cable installed in rigid steel or flexible
conduit inside panels are the same as those tested in items 11,
lla, 11b, 12, 13, 13a, and.14.

!,
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TABLE 8.3.1-4 (S1IEET Sa OF 6)

Free air cables may consist of steel armored or nonarmored
cables, ALS, or type MC cables of any size or voltage level H

|unless otherwise limited in the specific configuration
description.

-

Amend. 25 9/86
Amend. 30 12/86
Amend. 34 8/87
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TABLE 8.3.1-4 (SHEET 6 OF 6) 30

C. A series of tests and analyses has been performed for
circuits entering 480-120-V isolation transformers
manufactured by Sola Electric. For these transformers,
the standard separation of 6 in, as stated in paragraph
8.3.1.4.3 has not been met. The tests and analyses
have been performed as allowed by Sections 5.1.1.2 and
5.6.2 of IEEE 384-1974 and Regulatory Guide 1.75. The
tests represent the worst case conditions for
transformer operation (ambient temperature of 50 C and
transformer secondary bolted short circuit conditions).
The test procedures and results are documented in Sola
Electric Transformer Test Report, Log XSAA04-33.

25
Based on data in this test report, no separation is
required (cables may be in contact) between the
transformer primary and secondary field-installed
cables terminated inside the transformer wiring
compartment. Considering the current limiting
characteristics of this type of isolation transforn er,
these cables are rated to carry the maximum transformer
secondary short circuit current without exceeding their
qualified operating temperature. Also, the insulation
voltage rating of these cables exceeds any voltage
carried by other cables which are routed in the same
raceway with cables connected to the secondary side of
the transformers. Therefore, potential transformer
secondary circuit hot shorts will not impose a voltage
that will overstress the insulation of those cables.

Amend. 25 9/86
0046V Amend. 30 12/86

)
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Justification:

The addition of 4.16kV (class IE) cables to paragraph 8.3.1.4.3.8
reflects the extension of the Wyle Lab test results (Test Report
Numbers 48141-02 and 17959-02) to a voltage rating of cable not
explicitly tested. The testing did not explicitly test 4.16kV cables
as targets, however it did test large 480V power cables as targets.
The inclusion of 4.16Kv cables as a target cable is substantiated by
the fact that the 4.16kV cables are less susceptible to damage from a
fire generated by another cable than the cables explicitly tested.
The 4.16kV cables are made of the same basic materials as the 480V
power cables, but are.specified to have thicker insulation and an
equal to or heavier Jacket. The separation requirements for 4.16kV
cables are not reduced for instances where the 4.16kV cable is
considered the faulted (burning) cable, due to the unavailability of.

relevant test data. This change is considered a clarification of the
previous requirement, and does not reduce the originai commitment.

The change to paragraph 8.3.1.4.3.C.2 to insert the word metallic
is a clarification of the commitment, and reflects the existing
interpretation of the phrase "onclosed wire duct". The restriction to
metallic wire duct eliminates any confusion that might arise due to
the widespread use of plastic aire ducts by equipment manufacturers.
The other change is a rephrasing of the existing paragraph and does
not change the commitment.

The change to the second paragraph of 8.3.1.4.3.0.1 is a
rephrasing of the original paragraph and does not change the
commitment.

The change to the third paragraph of 8.3.1.4.3.0.1 is based on the
Wyle Lab Test Report Number 48141-02 for cable configuration #1, as
reflected previously in FSAR Table 8.3.1-4 paragraph 1. The FSAR
commitment in paragraph 1 of Table 8.3.1-4 allows separation of 12
inches for trays carrying cables of 480V or lower voltage with sizes
2/0 AWG or smaller. This change is an application of that tested
distance to the free air tracking distance around a separation barrier
for trays containing cables that meet the same restrictions. This is
a clarification to the original commitment, since it is considered a
natural and logical extension of another commitment already in the
FSAR, and therefore does not reduce the intent of the original
requirement.

Paragraoh 8: The analysis of Calculation X3CQ11 does show, for
each cable eliminated from the walkdown, that the available energy is
not sufficient to damage the cable or that the backup circuit
protection will open the faulted circuit before insulation damage
occurs. The postulated fault condition is considered to occur in the
cabinet where the cable terminates. Outside the cabinet, adequate
separation has been verified by walkdown. The results of this
analysis Justify specific exceptions to the separation requirements
imposed by Construction Specification X3AR01.
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' The addition of Class 1E 4160V cables to Table 8.3.1-4 paragraph C
(which was paragraph 8 in the FSAR through Amendment 34) is justified
the same as the change for paragraph 8.3.1.4.3.8 (above).

Wyle Laboratories Test Report No. 17959-02 (Wyle II) is a
supplement to Wyle Laboratories Test Report No. 48141-02 and is added
for reference since some of the following changes to the FSAR are
based on it.

Paragraph 1 remains unchanged, and is based on Wyle Laboratories
Test Report No. 46141-02 (Wyle 1).

Paragraph 2 is demonstrated as acceptable by Wyle II,
(Configuration #1, Test #1).

Paragraph 3 is demonstrated as acceptable by Wyle II,
(Configuration #2, Test #1).

Paragraph 3a is demonstrated as acceptable by Wyle II,
(Configuration #2, Test #1) with 3/4 inch added to the tray to tray
distance as allowance for the 3/4 inch lip on the tray used during
testing.

Paragraph 4 was originally paragraph 2 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34), and had a minimum spatial separation distance of 1/2
inch. Based on Wyle II, Configuration #4, Test #1 the distance is now
reduced to "contact".

Paragraph da was originally paragraph 9 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It has been relocated and the size range clarified so
as not to conflict with paragraph 4. Paragraph 4a is based on Wyle I
(Configuration #2, Test #5) with rigid steel conduit considered as a
better barrier than the armor on the cable actually tested.

Paragraph 5 was originally paragraphs 2a and 3 in the FSAR
(through Amendment 34). The two paragraphs have been combined, and
the separation distance reduced to 1/2 inch overall based on Wyle I

| (Configurat'on #2, Test #1) and W/le II (Configuration #1, Test #2).

Paragraph Sa is demonstrated as acceptable by Wyle II
(Configuration #4, Test #1 and Configu?ation #5).

Paragraph 6 was originally paragraph 4 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It has been reformated and is based on Wyle I
(Configuration #2, Test #2).

Paragraph 6a is demonstrated as acceptable by Wyle II
(Configuration #4, Test #3).

I Paragraph 7 was originally paragraphs 4a and 5 in the FSAR
| (through Amendment 34). It is based on Wyle I (Configuration #2, Test
I #2 and Configuration #3, Test #1)

[
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* Paragraph 8 was originally paragraph 6 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It is based on Wyle I (Configuration #2, Test #3).
The limitation to lighting, communication, and fire detection circuits
is added to reflect the accepted use of ALS and EMT at Plant Vogtle.
Both communications and fire detection circuits are at voltage and
current levels equal to or below those used in lighting circuits.

Paragraph 9 was originally paragraph 7 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It is based on Wyle I (Configuration #2, Test #4).

Paragraph 10 was originally paragraph 8 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). The 500MCM limitation is added to reflect the original
test restriction in Wyle I (Configuration #2, Test #5).

Paragraph 10a was originally paragraph 8a in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). !t ic based on Wyle I (Configuration #2, Test #5) and
Wyle II (Configuration #1, Test #2). The horizontal side-by-side
restriction is io longer applicable based on the Wyle II reference.

Paragraph 11 is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle II
(Configuration #3, Test #1).

Paragraph lla is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle II
(Configuration #4, Test #3).

Paragraph 11b is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle II
(Configuration #4, Test #3).

Paragraph 12 is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle II
(Configuration #3, Test #2).

Paragraph 13 was originally paragraphs 12 and 14 in the FSAR
(through Amendment 34). It is based on Wyle I (Configuration #5, Test
#3) and Wyle II (Configuration #3, Test #2). The side-by-side
restriction is no longer applicable based on the Wyle II reference.

Paragraph 13a is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle I
(Configuration #5, Test #3) and Wyle II (Configuration #3, Test #2).

Paragraph 14 was originally paragraph 13 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). The 500MCM limitation is added to reflect the original
test restriction in Wyle I (Configuration #5, Test #2).

Paragraph 15 is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle II
(Configuration #4, Test #2).

Paragraph 16 was originally paragraph 10 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). The 500MCM limitation is added to reflect the original
test restriction in Wyle I (Configuration 44, Test #1a and 2).

Paragraph 17 was originally paragraph 11 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). The #8 AWG or smaller limitation is added to reflect
the original test restriction in Wyle I (Configuration #4, Test #2 and
Configuration #6, Test #2).

,
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' Paragraph 18 was originally paragraph 15 in the FSAR (through
. Amendment 34). It is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle I
(Configuration #6, Test #3).<

Paragraph 19 was originally paragraph 16 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle I
(Configuration #6, Test #1 and 2).

Paragraph 20 was originally paragraph 17 in the FSAR (through
Amendment 34). It is demonstrated as acceptable based on Wyle I
(Configuration #4, Test #1s, Configuration #4, Test #2 and
Configuration #6, Test #3). The #8 AWG or smaller limitation is added
to reflect the original test restriction in Wyle I. The change in
sub-paragraph 'c' reflects the separation requirement that the Class
1E group be wrapped in accordance with Wyle I.

Paragraphs 21.a and 21.6 were originally paragraphs 18.a and 18.6
in the FSAR (through Amendment 34). They are demonstrated as
acceptable based on Wyle I (Configuration #6, Test #1, 2, and 3). The
change to sub-paragraph 'a' is a revision to agree with the addition
of paragraphs 21.c and 21.d (below).

Paragraphs 21.c and 21.d are based on engineering evaluation of
Wyle I and Wyle II testing for external to panel configurations and
the subsequent application of selected minimal spatial separation
distances to identical internal panel separation configurations.

-
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i ATTACll!ENT B
.
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'IEST RESULT SLMERY

PURPOSE -.
;

;

; Additional cable and raceway configuraticus have
been identified a haary=nt to the separation,

I
reduction testing conducted in 1986. 'Ihe purpose

1 of the new testing is to provide justification for
1 the configurations per the requiremts of R.G.
'

1.75 and IEEE in lieu of agplying generic
; separation distances.

! 'IEsr En00

'Ihe subject cable and raceway conbinations were
,

configured using VEGP cable and raceway in a test'

lab to replicate as auch as possible actual field

condition. An identified fault cable (selected on
the basis of most severe ignition and fault
tosperature) , was energized until it open
circuited. Target cables were nonitored with

! thermoocxg>1es for temperature, were energized with
conservative values of voltage and current, and

| were monitored for continuity during and after the
test. 'Ihe cables were then inspected, and given a '

Ebst-Overcurrent Functional pt (insulation
resistance greater than 16 x 10 ohms measured at
1000 VDC and a high potential test at 7200VDC) .

00tFIGLRATIONS 'IES"1H) |
!

Teated
Configuratim/ Fault Cable Target Cable Separation Existing

Test No. Size &,Incation Incation Distance Criteria
i

1/1 3-1/C 2/0 A6C Cable Tray with 3/4" V & H 12" V & H
Free Air Bottom Cover,

1/2 3-1/C 2/0 AWG Armored Cable & 3/4" V & H 3/4" V & H (Free air cable 1imited to above
Free Air Rigid Conduit 1/2" V & H 1" V & 1/2" H or horizontal side-by-side

4

_. configuration with respect to target cable)
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Conf,iguration/ Fault Cable Target Cable Separation Dcisting

Test No. Size & Incation Incation Distarce Criteria

2/1 3-1/C 2/0 AWG Vertical Tray 1" H 12" H
Horizontal Tray

.

3/1 3-1/C 500 M04 Flex Conduit 1" V & H 1" V & H (Limited to 2/0 AWG cable
Flex Conduit or smaller)

3/2 3-1/C 2/0 AWG Rigid & Flex 0" (in 0" (In contact) - (#12 AWG or smaller)
in Rigid Conduit Conduit contact) 1/8" (crossing)

1/2" vertical (side-by-side)

4/1 3-1/C 2/0 AWG Free air (2 ea.) 0" V & H 1/2" V & H
in Rigid Conduit

4/2 3 1/C 2/0 AWG Rigid Conduit 0" V 1" V & H

Free Air g ing at a
77 Angle

4/3 3-1/C 2/0 AWG Free Air & Flex 0" V & H 1" V & H

Flex. Conduit Conduit with
with Coating Coating Renoved
Removed

S/1A 3-1/c 2/0 AWG Rigid Conduit 0" V & H 1/2" V, 0" H

Horizontal Tray On Side and
Below Tray

'IES"I' RESULTS

All cables met their acceptance criteria which was:

1. All target cables shall cerry applied voltage
and current during and after the testing.

2. Measured insulation resistance shall be
6

greater than 16 x 10 ohns with 1000 VDC
applied for 60 secmds.

3. There shall be no eviderce of insulation
i breakdown or flastm er with a potential of

7200 VDC applied for 60 seconds,

m , o,$ 3 5 n n.
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1FSP RESULTS (Continued)
,

Only one target cable in test configuration 1/2 was
visibly affected. The jacket of a 2/C No.14 AWG cable
was blistered in a 4" section near the end of the rigid -

.

conduit. There were no cracks or openings visible in
tle jacket, and the cable passed all acceptance tests.

a M9RY

'1bsting ccupleted for the separaticn configurations and
distances described above are sufficient to justify
their use in lieu of generic separation distances for
Plant Vogtle. The test nethodology and acceptance
criteria are the same as described and accepted by the
MtC in SER Supplement 4.

E1187111/VT
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